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Abstract. The notion of locally quasi-convex abelian group, introduce by Vilenkin,
is extended to maximally almost-periodic non-necessarily abelian groups. For that
purpose, we look at certain bornologies that can be defined on the set rep(G) of all
finite dimensional continuous representations on a topological group G in order to
associate well behaved group topologies (dual topologies) to them. As a consequence,
the poset of all Hausdorff totally bounded group topologies on a group G is shown to
be isomorphic to the lattice of certain special subsets of rep(Gd). Moreover, generali-
zing some ideas of Namioka, we relate the structural properties of the dual topological
groups to topological properties of the bounded subsets belonging to the associate
bornology. In like manner, certain type of bornologies that can be defined on a group

G allow one to define canonically associate uniformities on the dual object Ĝ. As an
application, we prove that if for every dense subgroupH of a compact groupG we have

that Ĥ and Ĝ are uniformly isomorphic, then G is metrizable. Thereby, we extend to
non-abelian groups some results previously considered for abelian topological groups.

1. Introduction and motivation

In this paper we investigate the application of Pontryagin duality methods to

non-abelian groups and our mail goal is to study general groups using these techniques.
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Although there are many ways of approaching non-abelian duality, here, we shall ex-

plore a method that is based on the duality theory of compact groups established by

Tannaka and Krěın (see [18, 10] and the references therein).

Duality methods are well known and widely used in the study of topological

abelian groups and the literature on this subject is vast. This program has not been

accomplished for non-abelian groups and there are several reasons that explain this

asymmetric development between both theories. No doubt, the non-abelian context

is more involved since the dual object is no longer a topological group and it seems

difficult to equip it with a structure which will be sufficiently general and tractable.

Notwithstanding this, it is known, as a consequence of the celebrated Gel’fand and

Rǎikov Theorem, that the set of all unitary representations of a locally compact group

G contains the information necessary to recover the topological and algebraic structure

of the group (see [10]). In this paper we look at the duality theory of Maximally Almost

Periodic groups (MAP groups for short) and their finite dimensional representations.

Our main goal is to develop this theory in order to apply duality methods for non-

abelian groups. A main tool here is the unitary duality introduced by Tannaka, Krěın,

Hochschild and Mostow for compact groups, and extended subsequently by different

authors [5, 19, 26, 28, 27, 30, 13, 14, 16, 29].

In this line, the notion of locally quasi-convex abelian group, introduce by Vilenkin,

is extended to maximally almost-periodic non-necessarily abelian groups. For that pur-

pose, we look at certain bornologies that can be defined on the set rep(G) of all finite

dimensional continuous representations on a topological group G in order to associate

well behaved group topologies (dual topologies) to them. As a consequence, the lattice
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of all Hausdorff totally bounded group topologies on a group G is shown to be isomor-

phic to the lattice of certain special subsets of rep(Gd). Moreover, generalizing some

ideas of Namioka, we relate the structural properties of the dual topological groups to

topological properties of the bounded subsets belonging to the associate bornology. In

like manner, certain type of bornologies that can be defined on a group G allow one to

define canonically associate uniformities on the dual object Ĝ. As an application, we

prove that if for every dense subgroup H of a compact group G we have that Ĥ and

Ĝ are uniformly isomorphic, then G is metrizable. Thereby, we extend to non-abelian

groups some results previously considered for abelian topological groups.

2. Basic definitions and terminology

All (topological) groups are assumed to be (Hausdorff and) maximally almost

periodic (MAP, for short); that is, groups that can be continuously injected homomor-

phically into compact groups. For any group G, let eG denote the neutral element of

the group.

Let U(n) denote the unitary group of order n, namely, the group of all complex-

valued n × n matrices A for which A−1 = A∗. Then U(n) is a compact Lie group

and can be realized as the group of isometries of ℂn. We endow U(n) with the metric

coming from the operator norm. More specifically

d(',  ) = ∥'−  ∥ = ∥' −1 − In∥

Set U =
⊔
n<!

U(n) (topological/uniform sum).

A unitary representation ' of the (topological) group G is a (continuous) homo-

morphism into the group of all linear isometries of a complex Hilbert space ℋ. When
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dim ℋ < ∞, we say that ' is a finite dimensional representation; in this case, ' is a

homomorphism into one of the groups U(n).

A linear subspace E ⊆ ℂn is an invariant subspace for S ⊆ U(n) if ME ⊆ E for

all M ∈ S. If there is a subspace E with {0} ⊊ E ⊊ ℂn which is invariant for S, then

S is called reducible; otherwise S is irreducible. An irreducible representation of G is a

unitary representation ' such that ran(') is irreducible.

If G is a compact group, the Peter-Weyl Theorem (see [20]) implies that the

finite dimensional irreducible representations of G yield a complete analysis of G. The

set of all n-dimensional continuous unitary representations on G will be denoted by

repn(G) and the symbol rep(G) =
∪
n<!

repn(G) denotes the set of all finite dimensional

continuous unitary representations. In like manner, the set of all irreducible n-di-

mensional continuous unitary representations on G will be denoted by irrepn(G) and

irrep(G) =
∪
n<!

irrepn(G).

Two n-dimensional representations ' and  are equivalent (' ∼  ) when there

is M in U(n) such that '(x) = M−1 (x)M for all x ∈ G. This defines an equivalence

relation on the set of all n-dimensional representations of the group. The quotient

set Ĝn = irrepn(G)
∼ consists of the equivalence classes of irreducible representations of

dimension n. Denote by Ĝ =
∪
n<!

Ĝn the collection of all equivalence classes ['] of

irreducible representations ' of G. One calls Ĝ the dual object of G. Following von

Neumannn [25], in order to deal with Ĝ, one must make an arbitrary choice of an

irreducible representation in each equivalence class.

When convenient, the symbol G� will denote the group G equipped with a group

topology � and, more generally, the notions related to G� must be understood in this

context. For example, the set of all continuous n-dimensional unitary representations
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on G� will be denoted by repn(G� ) and so on. The symbol Gd will denote the algebraic

group G equipped with the discrete topology.

We now collect some well-known facts about uniform spaces. The basic definitions

and terminology are taken from [31].

Let X be a set and Δ = Δ(X) ⊆ X ×X the diagonal on X. For B,C ⊆ X ×X,

S ⊆ X we define B ∘C = {(x, z) ∈ X×X : (x, y) ∈ B and (y, z) ∈ C for some y ∈ X},

B−1 = {(x, y) : (y, x) ∈ B}, B[S] = {y ∈ X : (x, y) ∈ B for some x ∈ S}. A uniformity

on X is a set � of subsets of X ×X satisfying the following conditions: (i) B ⊇ Δ for

all B ∈ �; (ii) if B ∈ �, then B−1 ∈ �; (iii) if B ∈ �, there exists C ∈ � such that

C ∘C ⊆ B; (iv) the intersection of two members of � also belongs to �; (v) any subset

of X ×X, which contains a member of �, itself belongs to �; (vi) Δ = ∩{B : B ∈ �}.

If the latter condition is not satisfied we say that � is a pseudo-uniformity on X.

The members of � are called bands (of the uniformity). By a base for a uniformity

� is meant a subset B of � such that a subset of X ×X belongs to � if and only if it

contains a set belonging to B. A uniform space �X is a pair comprising a set X and

a uniformity � on X. If �X is a uniform space, one may define a topology � on X by

assigning to each point x of X the neighborhood base comprised of the sets B[x], B

ranging over the uniformity. The topological space associated to �X will be denoted

by X��. Given two covers U and V of X we say that U refines V if for all V ∈ V there

is U ∈ U such that U ⊆ V . A cover U of X is named �-uniform if there exists B ∈ �

such that the cover {B[x] : x ∈ X} refines U .

A topological group G is said to be totally bounded when for every neighborhood

U of the neutral element in G, there is F ⊆ G with ∣F ∣ < ℵ0 such that FU = G. This

notion has also meaning for arbitrary cardinal numbers in the following manner: let �
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be a cardinal number, following the terminology of Arhangel’skii and Tkachenko (see

[1]), we say that G is �-narrow when for every neighborhood U of the neutral element

in G, there is F ⊆ G with ∣F ∣ ≤ � such that FU = G. These definitions extend to

uniform spaces in a natural way.

Definition 2.1. Let �X be a uniform space, we say that �X is totally bounded (resp.

�-narrow) when every �-uniform cover of X has a subcover of finite cardinality (resp.

of cardinality less or equal than �). The Lindelöf number of a uniform space �X is

defined as the less cardinal � such that �X is �-narrow.

It is known that a uniform space �X is �-narrow if and only if it contains no

uniformly discrete subspace of power � (see [21, p. 24]). From this fact, it follows:

Proposition 2.2. Every (uniform) subspace of a �-narrow uniform space is �-narrow.

In this paper, a bornology ℬ on a space X designates an ideal of subsets of X

that contains all finite subsets of X (denoted Fin(X)). That is to say, ℬ satisfies the

following properties:

(i) A,B ∈ ℬ implies A ∪B ∈ ℬ;

(ii) A ∈ ℬ and B ⊆ A implies B ∈ ℬ;

(iii) Fin(X) ⊆ ℬ.

Let X be a set and let M be a metrizable space. We denote by MX (resp.

l∞(X,M)) the set of all (resp. bounded) functions from X to M . Suppose that ℬ is a

bornology on X and F ⊆ MX is pointwise bounded. Then we may equip F with the

uniformity �ℬ, which has as a uniformity base the bands

B(K, �) = {(f, g) ∈ F 2 : d(f(x), g(x)) < �, ∀x ∈ K}
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where � > 0, K ∈ ℬ and d is the metric defined on M .

If F ⊆ l∞(X,M), there also exists a metric uniformity �∞ that can be defined

canonically on F , which is generated by the bands {B(X, �) : � > 0}. The metric

associated to �∞ is defined for all (f, g) ∈ F 2 by

d∞(f, g) := sup
x∈X

d(f(x), g(x)).

We assume that l∞(X,M) is equipped with this metric in principle.

From here on, we shall make use of the evaluation mapping eF that is associated

to every F ⊆MX as follows:

eF : X ↪→ MF

x 7→ eF (x)(f) = f(x)

Furthermore, if F is pointwise bounded, it follows that eF (X) ⊆ l∞(F,M). There-

fore, we may equip X with the pseudo-metric dF inherited from l∞(F,M), which is

defined by

dF (x, y) = sup
f∈F

d(f(x), f(y)) ∀(x, y) ∈ X2.

The pseudo-uniformity associated to dF is denoted by �F . The symbolXF denotes

the space X equipped with the pseudo-metric dF . We also identify XF to X��F for the

sake of simplicity.

Given a topological space X and a metrizable space M , let C(X,M) be the set

of all continuous functions from X to M . We denote by �K the uniformity on C(X,M)

generated by the bornology ℬ = K(X) generated by all compact subsets of X.

3. Variations on a theorem by Namioka

The starting point of this section is the following generalization of a theorem by

Namioka in [24] about the relationship between the metrizability and separability of

certain spaces. In order to do this, we need some preliminary notational observations.
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Let X, F and M be sets and let Φ : X × F −→ M be an arbitrary map.

Identifying the elements f, g in F such that Φ(x, f) = Φ(x, g) for all x ∈ X, we assume

without loss of generality that every element f ∈ F is uniquely determined by the map

Φf ∈ MX , defined as Φf (x) = Φ(x, f). Therefore, with some notational abuse, the

set F may be looked at as a subset of MX . With this assumption the symbol clMXF

denotes the set clMX{Φf : f ∈ F}.

The density d(X) of a topological space X is the minimal cardinality of a dense

subset of X. The weight w(X) is the minimal cardinality of an open basis for the

topology of X. We have w(X) = d(X) for infinite metrizable spaces X.

Theorem 3.1. Let X, F be sets and let M be a metrizable space. If Φ : X× F −→M

is a map such that K = clMXF is compact. Then the following assertions are true:

(a) If d(XF ) ≤ �, then w(K) ≤ �.

(b) If w(M) ⋅ w(K) ≤ �, then d(XF ) ≤ �.

(Sketch). (a) Because XF is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence, it

follows that F is equicontinuous. Therefore also K is equicontinuous on X. Thus any

dense subset A of XF with ∣A∣ ≤ � separates the points of K. The proof of (b) is

clear. □

Next we present several consequences that follow from the result above. In the

rest of this section, F denotes a pointwise bounded subset of MX .

Corollary 3.2. Let �X be a �-narrow uniform space and let M be a metrizable space.

If F is a uniformly equicontinuous and relatively pointwise compact subset of MX , then

w(F ) ≤ �.
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Proof. Observe that, if F is uniformly equicontinuous, then eF : �X −→ l∞(F,M)

is uniformly continuous (indeed, for every � > 0 there exists B� ∈ � such that if

(x, y) ∈ B� then d(f(x), f(y)) < � ∀f ∈ F , that is, (eF (x), eF (y)) ∈ B(X, �)). Therefore

the uniformity � is finer than �F , which implies that �FX is �-narrow. Since �FX is

pseudo-metrizable, it follows that d(XF ) ≤ �. It will suffice now to apply Theorem 3.1

to the map Φ(x, f) = f(x) in order to finish the proof. □

In the sequel, we are concerned with a subset Y of MX which has associated a

certain bornology ℬ and we assume further that X is equipped with the uniformity of

uniform convergence on the members of ℬ. Firstly, we need a technical lemma that

we think is probably known. Nevertheless, we include a proof of it here because it is

essential in the rest of the paper.

Proposition 3.3. The product of an arbitrary family of �-narrow uniform spaces is a

�-narrow uniform space.

Proof. Since a product has the weak uniformity generated by projections, it will suffice

to prove that the product of two �-narrow uniform spaces is �-narrow. Now, let �X

and �Y be �-narrow. If U is a (� × �)-uniform cover of X × Y , then U must have a

refinement of the form U1×U2 = {U1×U2 : Ui ∈ Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2}, where U1 is �-uniform

and U2 is �-uniform. By hypothesis there is a subcover Vi of Ui such that ∣Vi∣ ≤ �,

1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Then V1×V2 is a (�× �)-uniform refinement of U1×U2 and has cardinality

less than or equal to �. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a set, let M be a metrizable space, and let Y be a subset of

MX that is equipped with some bornology ℬ consisting of pointwise relatively compact
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sets. If �ℬ is the uniformity on X defined by �ℬ = sup{�F : F ∈ ℬ} and furthermore

w(M) ≤ �, then �ℬX is �-narrow if and only if w(F ) ≤ � ∀F ∈ ℬ.

Proof. (⇒) If �ℬX is �-narrow then every �FX is also �-narrow and, since �FX is

pseudo-metrizable, it follows that d(XF ) ≤ �. By Theorem 3.1, we obtain w(F ) ≤ �

for all F ∈ ℬ.

(⇐) Since w(F ) ≤ � for all F ∈ ℬ, we deduce by Theorem 3.1 again that d(XF ) ≤ �

for all F ∈ ℬ. Thus �FX is �-narrow for all F ∈ ℬ. Since �ℬX is the diagonal

(uniform) subspace of
∏
F∈ℬ

�FX, it follows by the preceding proposition that �ℬX is

�-narrow too. □

As a consequence, we obtain the following corollary for general topological spaces.

Corollary 3.5. If X is a �-Lindelöf space and F is an equicontinuous subset of

C(X,M) then w(F ) ≤ �.

4. Dually Representable MAP Groups

Assume that our overall goal now is to study the group topologies that can be de-

fined using finite dimensional representations. Because we are interested in Hausdorff

topologies, it will suffice to deal only with groups whose finite dimensional represen-

tations separate points (MAP groups). Firstly, it is necessary to remember which col-

lections of representations identify a set of continuous representations for some group

topology. Our approach here is based on the celebrated Tannaka-Krěın duality, where

we have followed the well known text by Hewitt and Ross [18] although this theory is

currently treated using categorical methods. We recommend the article by Joyal and

Street [22] that is illuminating in this regard.
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Let G be a topological group and Γ ⊆ rep(G) be a separating subset, that is, for

all eG ∕= x ∈ G there exists ' ∈ Γ such that '(x) is not the identity matrix. If Γn

denotes the set of all n-dimensional elements in Γ, we have Γ =
∪
n<!

Γn and we say that

Γ is a representation space for G if it satisfies:

(1) '1 ∈ Γn, '2 ∈ Γm ⇒ '1 ⊕ '2 ∈ Γn+m, '1 ⊗ '2 ∈ Γnm;

(2) if ' ∈ Γn and M ∈ U(n), then '̄ and M−1'M belong to Γn;

(3) if Γ ∋ ' = ⊕mj=1'j then 'j ∈ Γ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m;

(4) 1 ∈ Γ1.

We notice that (4) follows from (1)-(3). It is also possible to define representation

spaces using only equivalence classes of irreducible representations. Moreover, the

notion of Krěın algebra makes possible to define the notion of representation space

without referring to any specific group G.

A bornology ℬ of subsets in Γ (and consequently ℬn = ℬ ∩P(Γn) is a bornology

in Γn) is named (representation) bornology when it satisfies the following properties:

(1) for every P ∈ ℬ, there is a natural number NP such that P =
∪

n<NP

Pn, with

Pn ∈ ℬn and some Pn may be the empty set;

(2) if P ∈ ℬn, Q ∈ ℬm ⇒ P ⊕Q ∈ ℬn+m, P ⊗Q ∈ ℬnm.

The pair (Γ,ℬ) allows us to equip G with a topology t(ℬ) that has as a neighborhood

base at the identity the family of sets [P, �] where

(1) [P, �] = G if P = ∅;

(2) [P, �] = {g ∈ G : ∥'(g)− In∥ ≤ � for all ' ∈ P} if ∅ ∕= P belongs to ℬn; and

(3) [P, �] =
∩

n<NP

[Pn, �] if P =
∪

n<NP

Pn ∈ ℬ.

Here In is the identity matrix in U(n) and � > 0 for every n ∈ ℕ.
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For instance, we shall make use of the topology t(Fin(rep(G))) associated to the

bornology Fin(rep(G)) consisting of all finite subsets of rep(G). In case that G is a

compact group, the celebrated Peter-Weyl Theorem establishes that the groups G and

Gt(Fin(rep(G))) are topologically isomorphic. Observe that the bornology Fin(rep(G))

defines the initial, or weak, (group) topology generated by rep(G). In this case, we

may say that Fin(rep(G)) is the smallest bornology on rep(G). Moreover, for any

algebraic group G, there exists a biggest bornology ℬ+ that is generated by the col-

lection {repn(Gd) : n < !}. The group Gt(ℬ+) is not necessarily discrete as it will be

seen below (cf. [16]). If G� is a topological group and ℰ denotes the bornology of

equicontinuous subsets on rep(G), then t(Fin(rep(G))) ⊆ t(ℰ) ⊆ � .

The proof of the following result is clear.

Proposition 4.1. (G, t(ℬ)) is a Hausdorff topological group.

A topology t(ℬ) on a group G which is associated to a bornology ℬ on a repre-

sentation space Γ is named dually induced topology and we say that Gt(ℬ) is a dually

induced topological group. This notion has been extensively studied for abelian groups

and it turns out that most important classes of topological abelian groups possesses

dually induced topologies. The main goal of this paper is the understanding of the

dually induced group topologies for non-abelian MAP groups.

It is not difficult to verify that for every group G and representation space Γ, the

bornology Fin(Γ) defines a totally bounded topology on G. Conversely, we show next

that every totally bounded group topology is a dually induced topology. This is our

version of a well known result given by Comfort and Ross for totally bounded abelian

groups (cf. [8]).
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Theorem 4.2. For any group G, the poset of (Hausdorff) totally bounded group topolo-

gies on G is bijectively isomorphic to the poset of representation spaces of G.

Proof. Let ℋT ℬ(G) denote the poset of Hausdorff totally bounded group topologies

on G and let ℛS(G) be the poset of representation spaces on G. We define

Φ : ℋT ℬ(G) −→ ℛS(G) by Φ(�) = rep(G� )

and

Ψ : ℛS(G) −→ ℋT ℬ(G) by Ψ(Γ) = t(Fin(Γ)).

Clearly, these maps are well defined because the groups U(n) are compact. It will

suffice to verify that Φ ∘ Ψ and Ψ ∘ Φ coincide with the identity mapping in order to

finish the proof. Suppose that � ∈ ℋT ℬ(G) and let K be the Weil completion of G� ,

that is a compact group. The groups K and G� possess the same set of continuous

representations rep(G� ) and, by Peter-Weyl Theorem, it follows that K is equipped

with the topology t(Fin(rep(G� ))). Therefore, since G� is dense in K, we have � =

t(Fin(rep(G� ))), which shows that Ψ∘Φ is the identity map. Now, let Γ ∈ ℛS(G) and

set � = t(Fin(Γ)) = Ψ(Γ). Again, let K be the compact group obtained as the Weil

completion of G� . By continuity, it is clear that every element ' ∈ Γ can be extended

to a continuous representation 'K on K. Thus, we have that the representation space

ΓK = {'K : ' ∈ Γ} is canonically included in rep(K). Moreover, if e ∕= x ∈ K, there

is a neighbourhood of the neutral element U such that x /∈ U2. Take F ∈ Fin(Γ) and

� > 0 such that [F, �] ⊆ U ∩ G. Using a standard continuity argument, it is readily

seen that ∥'K(x)− I∥ ≥ �/2. Thus the set ΓK satifies (1)-(4) and separates the points

in K. By Tannaka duality this means that ΓK = rep(K) (see [22]). Since K and G�

posess the same continuous representations, it follows that Φ ∘ Ψ is the identity and

this completes the proof. □
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Corollary 4.3. The bornology Fin(rep(Gd)) gives the largest totally bounded group

topology on G.

Unfortunately, the situation is not so nice for more general classes of groups. In

the following example (due to Moran) it is shown that there are discrete MAP groups

that are not dually induced topological groups.

Let (pn) be an infinite sequence of distinct primes numbers (pn > 2) and let Gn

be the projective special linear group of dimension two over the Galois field GF (pn) of

order pn. If G =
∞∏
n=1

Gn equipped with discrete topology, then Gt(ℬ+) =
∞∏
n=1

Gn (with

product topology).

In general, if G is a compact group such that bGd = G, then Gd is not a dually

induced topological group. Indeed, it is known (see [14, 13]) that, for these groups,

rep(Gd) = rep(G) and moreover each (Ĝd)n is finite for all n < !. As a consequence,

the same is true for any maximal subset of pairwise non-equivalent collection of n-

dimensional irreducible representations, say Γ(Gd)n. Since every finite-dimensional

representation is a direct sum of irreducible representations, this means that the group

Gt(ℬ+) associated to the biggest bornology ℬ+ on (the algebraic group) G is topolo-

gically isomorphic to Gt(Fin(rep(G))) which, in turn, is topologically isomorphic to the

compact group G by Peter-Weyl Theorem. This implies that there is just one dually

induced topology on the (algebraic) group G; namely, its compact group topology.

Therefore, the group Gd is not a dually induced topological group.

The situation for finitely generated discrete groups has been clarified completely

by A. Thom (see [32] and [15]).

Theorem 4.4 (Thom, 2010). A finitely generated discrete group G is a dual topological

group if and only if G is abelian by finite.
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We do not know in general which discrete groups are dual topological groups.

But we notice that there are infinite discrete groups which are dual topological groups

(see [16]). We denote by exp(G) the exponent of a group G.

Theorem 4.5. Let G =
∑
i∈I
Fi, where Fi is a finite simple non-abelian group for each

i ∈ I. Then the discrete group G is dual if and only if the set {exp(Fi) : i ∈ I} is

bounded.

The examples above show that it is necessary to consider infinite dimensional

representations if one wants to apply duality methods for all locally compact groups.

Our methods here only deal with groups whose topology may be understood using

finite dimensional representations.

We will now look at several methods of defining dually induced topologies. In

the sequel, G is a MAP group, Γ a representation space for G and ℬ is a bornology

on Γ. For any cardinal number �, we define ℬ� to be the ideal of subsets generated by

the collection {F ∈ ℬ : w(Ft(Fin(G))) ≤ �}. It is readily seen that ℬ� is a bornology on

Γ. As a consequence of Theorem 3.4, we obtain:

Proposition 4.6. Gt(ℬ�) is �-narrow.

Now, we are going to extend this approach in order to establish the existence of

some dually induced topologies associated to every topological group.

Theorem 4.7. Let G be a MAP group. Then the following assertion are satisfied.

(i) For every cardinal �, there is a largest, dually induced, �-narrow topology t(�)

on G. In particular, there is a largest dually induced topology on G.
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(ii) If � is a group topology on G, then there is a largest, dually induced, �-narrow

topology �� that is included in � . In particular, there is a largest dually induced

topology that is included in � .

Proof. (i) It suffices to apply Proposition 4.6 to the representation space Γ = rep(Gd)

and the largest bornology ℬ+ generated by the collection {repn(Gd) : n < !}. By

Theorem 3.4, the topology t(ℬ+
� ) is �-narrow and furthermore it is the finest �-narrow,

dually induced, topology on G. On the other hand, the biggest bornology ℬ+, induces

the topology t+ that is the largest dually induced topology on G.

(ii) Let � be a cardinal number and let Γ� = rep(G� ). On Γ� consider the

bornology ℰ(Γ� )� generated by the collection of all equicontinuous subsets A of (Γ� )n

for some n < ! and w(At(Fin(G))) ≤ �. These defines a dually induced topology

t(ℰ(Γ� )�) on G that is weaker than � .

On the other hand, the collection of all equicontinuous subsets A of Γ� such that

A ⊆ (Γ� )n for some n < ! defines a bornology ℰ(Γ� ) on Γ� such that the topology

�+, induced by ℰ(Γ� ) on G, is the largest dually induced topology on G that is weaker

than � . □

We recall that if G is an abelian topological group, the dual object Ĝ is also a

topological group which coincides with irrep(G) = irrep1(G) = CHom(G,T).

Let G be an abelian group with no topology initially assumed on it. Given a

subgroup Γ of Hom(G,T), it is said that a topology � on G is compatible with the

pair ⟨G,Γ⟩ when Ĝ� = Γ algebraically. In recent times, there is an interest in finding

compatible topologies for a given pair ⟨G,Γ⟩. We notice that if Γ = Ĝ� for some

topology � on G, then t(Fin(Γ)) ⊆ t(ℰ(Γ)�) ⊆ � for each cardinal number �. Since the
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largest and the coarsest topologies in this chain have the same algebraic dual group, it

follows that the topologies t(ℰ(Γ)�) are all compatible with ⟨G,Γ⟩.

Now, suppose that G is a Čech-complete group (for instance, locally compact or

complete metrizable) and let Γ = Ĝ. It is known that every pointwise compact subset

of Γ must be equicontinuous on G (see [12]). Therefore, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 4.8. Let G be an abelian Čech-complete group and let Γ = Ĝ. If ℬ is

the bornology of all pointwise compact subsets of Γ, then the dually induced topologies

t(ℬ�) are compatible with ⟨G,Γ⟩ for all cardinal �.

The latter results extend in a straightforward manner to non-abelian groups. In

this case, it is said that a topology � on G is compatible with the representation space

Γ when rep(G� ) = Γ.

5. Uniformities on the representation spaces

In this section, we look at the uniformities on the dual object of a topological

group that are associated to certain bornologies defined on it. Let G be a (topological)

group and let ℬ be a bornology on (the set) G. We say that ℬ is a group bornology on

G when satisfies the following properties:

(1) if A ∈ ℬ then A−1 ∈ ℬ;

(2) if A,B belong to ℬ then AB belongs to ℬ.

In most cases ℬ means the collection of all relatively compact (resp. finite, precompact)

subsets of G.

Assume now that Γ is a representation space for G and ℬ is a group bornology

on the group. Since the groups U(n) are compact, it follows that Γn ⊆ C(G,U(n)) ∩

l∞(G,U(n)). Therefore, we may equip Γn with the uniformity �ℬ associated to ℬ as
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described in Section 2. The representation space Γ is now equipped with the free

uniformity sum of the family {�ℬΓn : n < !}. We denote by �ℬΓ the set Γ equipped

with this uniformity.

The procedure introduced above allows us to define also a uniformity on the dual

space Ĝ associated to a bornology ℬ on G. Indeed, if ℬ is a bornology on G, the

symbol �ℬĜn designates the set Ĝn equipped with the final uniformity induced by

the canonical quotient Qn : �ℬirrepn(G) −→ Ĝn and �ℬĜ is the dual space equipped

with the free uniformity sum of the family {�ℬĜn : n < !}. In particular, if G

is equipped with some group bornology ℬ and � is a cardinal number, the family

ℬ� := {K ⊆ ℬ : w(Kt(Fin(rep(G)))) ≤ �} defines a group bornology on G and �ℬ�Ĝ

denotes the dual space Ĝ equipped with the uniformity �ℬ� . The proof of the following

result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4.

Proposition 5.1. �ℬ�Ĝ is �-narrow.

Proof. It is enough to observe that �ℬ�repn(G) is �-narrow for all n < !. □

6. Determined groups

This section is dedicated to applying the results obtained previously to a question

that has attracted the attention of workers interested in duality theory. Let us assume

for the moment that G is an abelian group so that Ĝ = irrep(G) = irrep1(G) is also a

topological group. When D is a dense subgroup of a topological abelian group G, then

the restriction homomorphism R∣D : Ĝ→ D̂ of the dual groups is a continuous isomor-

phism, but need not be a topological isomorphism. According to Comfort, Raczkowski

and Trigos-Arrieta [7], a (dense) subgroup D of a topological abelian group G deter-

mines G if the homomorphism R∣D : Ĝ → D̂ is a topological isomorphism. If every
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dense subgroup of G determines it, then G is called determined. The cornerstone in this

topic is the following theorem due to Aussenhofer [2] and, independently, Chasco [3]:

Theorem 6.1 (Außenhofer, Chasco). A metrizable abelian group G is determined.

Comfort, Raczkowski and and Trigos-Arrieta [7] noticed that this theorem fails

for non-metrizable groups G even when G is compact. More precisely, they proved

that every non-metrizable compact group G of weight ≥ c contains a dense subgroup

that does not determine G. Hence, under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis,

every determined compact group G is metrizable. Subsequently, it was shown in [17]

that the result also holds without assuming the continuum hypothesis. Furthermore,

Dikranjan and Shakmatov [9] proved that, for a compact abelian group G, no subgroup

with cardinality smaller than w(G) may determine it. However, this result does not

extend to non-compact groups (see [4] for further information about this topic).

Example 6.2. Let G = ℝ+ be the group of reals equipped with the Bohr topology;

that is, the topology of pointwise convergence on the elements of the dual group that,

incidently, coincides with the group ℝ equipped with the standard topology. We have

the following canonical isomorphisms

ℝ̂+ ∼= ℝ̂ ∼= ℝ ∼= ℚ̂ ∼= ℚ̂+.

This means that the dense subgroup of rational numbers determine G in spite of

the fact that

w(ℝ+) = ∣ℝ∣ = c ⪈ ∣ℚ∣.

Separately, in [23], Lukács considered the first approach to non-abelian deter-

mined groups. He extended the Außenhofer-Chasco theorem mentioned above by
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proving the following: if G is a metrizable group, H is a dense subgroup, and K

is a compact Lie group, then the spaces CHom(G,K)K(G) and CHom(H,K)K(H) are

homeomorphic. Here Hom(G,K) (resp. CHom(G,K)) denotes the set of all group

homomorphisms (resp. continuous group homomorphisms) of G into K. In this paper,

we look at this question with a more geometric view point.

Suppose that G is a compact metrizable abelian group and H is dense in G. From

the Außenhofer-Chasco theorem, we deduce the existence of a compact subset K of H

such that

K⊳ = {� ∈ Ĝ : ∥�(x)− 1∥ ≤
√

2 ∀x ∈ K} = {e}.

Therefore, there is a compact subset K in H that equips Ĝ with a metric dK as

follows

dK(�, �) = sup{∣�(x)− �(x)∣ : ∀x ∈ K}

for all �, � in Ĝ. The metric dK defines the discrete topology on Ĝ and, furthermore,

it is easily verified that the restriction mapping

R∣H : (Ĝ, dG) −→ (Ĥ, dK)

is a bi-uniform isomorphism. Thus, using the results proved by different authors, the

following theorem summarizes what is known for compact abelian groups concerning

the notion of determined group, so far.

Theorem 6.3. Let G be a compact abelian group. The following assertions are equiv-

alent:

(a) G is metrizable

(b) For every dense subgroup H of G, the restriction mapping R∣H : Ĝ −→ Ĥ is a

homeomorphism.
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(c) For every dense subgroup H of G, the restriction mapping R∣H : (Ĝ, dG) −→

(Ĥ, dK) is a bi-uniform isomorphism.

In this section, our lofty goal is to extend this result to the class of non-abelian

groups. However, non-abelian duality is far more complicated and several notions,

which fit naturally for abelian groups, need of an appropriate modification in order to

translate them to the non-abelian context. In this section, we deal with the applications

of the techniques studied in the previous sections in order to obtain that (c) implies

(a). The implication (a)⇒(c) is left for a subsequent paper [11]. At present, we do

not know how (b) is placed between (a) and (c) (see the final remarks at the end of

this manuscript). On the other hand, Proposition 6.6, and Corollaries 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9

below are also new for abelian groups, as far as we know.

Let G be a topological group and let �Kirrep(G) denote the set irrep(G) equipped

with the uniformity generated by the bornology K(G) on G. If � : irrep(G) −→ Ĝ is

the canonical quotient mapping, then �KĜ designates the dual object Ĝ equipped with

the final uniformity �[�K].

Definition 6.4. We say that a subgroup H of a group G (uniformly) determines G

when the restriction mapping R∣H : �KĜ −→ �KĤ is an isomorphism of uniform

spaces. G is (uniformly) determined if every dense subgroup of G determines G.

The main result we are concerned with here is the following:

A compact group is determined if and only if is metrizable

The proof of this result (as we have approached it) relies on the structure theory

of compact groups and their continuous representations (sufficiency), and the methods
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developed in the previous sections (necessity). Next we are going to introduce the

basic definitions for non-abelian groups and we will prove that every determined com-

pact group is metrizable. We leave the proof that every metrizable compact group is

determined for a subsequent paper [11].

Firstly, we present some necessary conditions for a group to be determined. The

following definition is needed.

Definition 6.5. The compact weight wk(X) of a topological space X is the cardinal

number wk(X) = sup{w(K) : K is compact in G}

Proposition 6.6. Let G be a topological group. If H is a dense subgroup of G such

that ∣H∣ ≤ �, then �KĤ is �-narrow.

Proof. If ∣H∣ ≤ �, then w(C) ≤ � for all C ∈ K(H). This means that �Kirrepn(H)

is �-narrow for all n < !. Therefore the quotient uniform space �KĤn must also be

�-narrow for all n < !. This completes the proof.

□

As a consequence we obtain

Corollary 6.7. Let G be a topological abelian group. If H is a dense subgroup of G

such that � = ∣H∣ < wk(G), then H does not determine G.

Proof. For abelian groups G, we have irrep(G) = irrep1(G) = Ĝ. Thus �KĤ is �-

narrow. On the other hand, since � < wK(G), it follows that �Kirrep(G) = �KĜ may

not be �-narrow by Theorem 3.4. This completes the proof. □

Corollary 6.8. Let G be a compact group. If H is a dense subgroup of G such that

� = ∣H∣ < w(G), then H does not determine G.
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Proof. Since G is compact, it follows that �KĜn is uniformly discrete for all n < ! (see

[19]). On the other hand, by Peter-Weyl Theorem, we know that w(G) = sup{∣Ĝn∣ :

n ∈ ℕ}. Thus there is some natural number N such that � < ∣ĜN ∣ ≤ w(G). Combining

this fact with Theorem 3.4, we obtain that �KĜN may not be �-narrow. Now, � = ∣H∣

implies that �KĤn is �-narrow for all n < !. This completes the proof. □

As a consequence, we obtain.

Corollary 6.9. Let G be a compact or a topological abelian group. If 2∣H∣ < ∣G∣ then

H does not determine G.

In order to prove that every compact determined group is metrizable we need the

following useful fact about quotients of determined compact groups.

Lemma 6.10. Every quotient of a determined compact group is a determined compact

group.

Proof. Let G be a determined compact group and let � : G −→ G/N be a canonical

quotient map, where N is a closed normal subgroup of G. Given an arbitrary dense

subgroup H of G/N , we set L = �−1(H) that is a dense subgroup of G. Firstly,

observe that the map i1 : �Kirrepn(H) −→ �Kirrepn(L), defined by i1(') = ' ∘ �

for all ' ∈ irrepn(H), is a uniform embedding (i.e., a uniform isomorphism onto its

image). Indeed, it is clear that i1 is one-to-one. On the other hand, if C ∈ K(L) then

�(C) ∈ K(H) and (i1 × i1)(BH(�(C), �) = BL(CN, �) ∩ i1(irrepn(H))2 ⊆ BL(C, �).

Therefore i1 is uniformly continuous. Conversely, if K ∈ K(H), since �−1(K) ∈ K(L),

it follows that (i1× i1)−1(BL(�−1(K), �)∩ i1(irrepn(H))2 = BH(K, �). Therefore i1 is a

uniform embedding as claimed.
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Now, let us verify that the map î1 : �KĤn −→ �KL̂n, defined by î1([']) = [' ∘ �]

for all ' ∈ irrepn(H), is also a uniform embedding. Indeed, consider the diagram

�Kirrepn(H)
Q

(1)
n //

i1
��

�KĤn

î1
��

�Kirrepn(L)
Q

(2)
n

// �KL̂n

where Q
(i)
n , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, are quotient maps. Then î1 ∘ Q(1)

n = Q
(2)
n ∘ i1 is uniformly

continuous by the commutativity of the diagram. As a consequence, î1 is uniformly

continuous because it is defined on a quotient (uniform) space. On the other hand,

since G is determined, the restriction map R∣L : �KĜn :−→ �KL̂n is a uniform iso-

morphism and we have that �KL̂n is uniformly discrete because �KĜn is (see [19]).

Therefore î−11 ∣̂i1(Ĥn) is also necessarily uniformly continuous. In like manner, the map

î2 : �K(Ĝ/N)n −→ �KĜn is a uniform embedding as well. Now, we have the following

commutative diagram

�K(Ĝ/N)n
R∣H //

î2
��

�KĤn

î1
��

�KĜn R∣L
�KL̂n

where R∣H = î−11 ∣̂i1(Ĥn)∘R∣L∘̂i2 is a uniform isomorphism. This completes the proof. □

The next follows the main result in this section.

Theorem 6.11. Every determined compact group is metrizable.

Proof. Let G be a compact group of uncountable weight. By the Peter-Weyl Theorem,

Ĝn must be uncountable for some n ∈ !. Fix a set Γ of n-dimensional irreducible

continuous representations with ∣Γ∣ = ℵ1. If N =
∩
{ker(') : ' ∈ Γ}, then the quotient
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group G/N has weight ℵ1 because it is embedded in U(n)ℵ1 . It is well known that G/N

contains a countable dense subgroup H (see [6]). By Lemma 6.8, the subgroup H does

not determine G/N and by Lemma 6.10 this means that G may not be a determined

group. □

6.1. Final remarks. The notion of compact determined group admits some variants

that deserve to be further investigated. According to the approach in this paper, a

compact group G is (uniformly) determined when, for every dense subgroup H of G,

the spaces �KĜ and �KĤ are isomorphic as uniform spaces. However, from the results

proved by Lukács [23], it follows that if G is a compact metrizable group and H is

dense in G, then the spaces Ĝ and Ĥ are homeomorphic when they are equipped

with appropriate dual topologies (i.e. Ĝ =
⊔
n∈ℕ

Ĝn and each Ĝn possesses the quotient

topology of irrepn(G)
∼ when irrepn(G) is equipped with the compact open topology; see

[11]). Therefore, we may say that a compact group G is (topologically) determined

when for every dense subgroup H, the spaces Ĝ and Ĥ are homeomorphic. In order

to obtain a better understanding of the dual structure of compact groups, it would be

very useful to know the answer to the following question.

Question 6.12. Is every topologically determined compact group uniformly deter-

mined?
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